CONSTRUCTION FIXINGS

The apocalyptic date looms
Barbara Sorgato,
Secretary to the European Consortium of Anchor Producers
For the Mayan calendar the apocalyptic date is 21st December 2012. For people working in the
construction sector, the date is 1st July 2013 - the date when the CPR will definitely replace the CPD.
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f course, if the Mayans were right the CPR is not exactly
going to be anyone’s highest priority but let’s assume
you are reading this in January 2013.
In official words, 1st July 2013 is the date of the
entry into force of EU Regulation N° 305/2011 dated 9th March
2011 ‘CPR’ (Construction Products Regulation), laying down
harmonised conditions for the marketing of construction
products and repealing Council Directive 89/106/EEC “CPD”
(Construction Products Directive).
What is so worrying in the CPR? Once more, there is an
attempt at harmonisation and unification of the European
internal market, in a political context that is still not ready for
that unification.
Since before the CPD existed, there were 25 years of internal
discussions around the normative tables. Such discussions were
made mainly to safeguard, as far as possible, national interests.
Some Member States tried to close their internal market in the
name of safety or of stricter national rules. Some Member States
tried to implement the Directive at the latest possible time. Some
Member States protested, some closed their ears and whistled.
Member States will not easily give up their national approach
and argue in the name of their citizens, their industries, their
geographical position, their historical and technical background,
etc: in so doing, damaging the European market - the SMEs
much, much more than the multinationals.

“ The principle of
the CPR is clear:
harmonisation.”
On the other side, the European Commission doesn’t
seem to have either enough political power to force Member
States, or enough people to ensure the correct application of
its Regulations. For years the European Commission has, for
example, warned Member States over further attempts to protect
their national markets by adding further national burdens in
name of concepts like “utilisation”, “placing of the market”,
“installation”, but these attempts continued under the CPD. Let’s

see what will happen under the CPR.
At European and national level, the industry complains that
the CPR cannot be properly applied because of a lack of related
documentation and a lack of structure. It is a matter of fact
that clarification on several points of the CPR is still needed as
well as implementation papers still missing. But the principle
of the CPR is clear: harmonisation. It is an extreme attempt to
overpower states and create here and now a unique European
internal market. It is the only way for Europe to survive, as an
entire political entity.
To reach its goal, the CPR introduces a brand new tool for the
industry and for final users: the DoP (Declaration of Performance).

What’s a DoP?
The DoP is a document of technical data which must be
available for all construction products placed on the market after
1st July 2013. If it works, the DoP can be a great step towards
the unification of the internal market, and a great tool for SMEs.
However, it needs to spread. It must become a habit, a reflex. As
a driver’s license for drivers, the leaflet for medicinal products,
online check in for flights: a document that, if you do not have it,
you stop and rummage the pockets until it comes out.

What is a DoP for?
It is a document necessary in order to put the final user in
a position to evaluate the European products on the basis of
their performances.
A DoP will be drawn on the basis of the same format, the
same all over Europe, no matter if a product is covered by a
European Assessment Document, or by an EN standard, or if
the standard is more or less complicated. The message for the
national market surveillance is clear: DoPs that do not contain
all necessary information for the final user must be considered
against the CPR.
The DoP will be the handbook for CE marking and its
precondition. No DoP, no CE marking. And talking about
CE marking in the CPR, reminds somehow of the First
Commandment: ‘Thou shalt not have any marks before me”.
The DoP can also be creative: it is based on a generic format
unique for all (see Annex III of the CPR), but each DoP is
tailored for each product. The construction industry is doing its
proper written homework. Thousands of DoP have appeared on
websites, and discussions are on. The DoP can be one or more
pages, depending on the amount of technical content (given in
Paragraph 9 of the DoP) and the languages in which it is written
(each Member State may authorise one or more languages in
which the DoP can circulate inside its country).
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